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Abstract: The somatic marker hypothesis proposes that when a person faces a decision scenario,
many thoughts arise and different “physical consequences” are fleetingly observable. It is generally
accepted that affective dimension influences cognitive capacities. Several proposals for including
affectivity within artificial systems have been presented. However, to the best of our knowledge,
a proposal that considers the incorporation of artificial somatic markers in a disaggregated and
specialized way for the different phases that make up a decision-making process has not been observed
yet. Thus, this research work proposes a framework that considers the incorporation of artificial
somatic markers in different phases of the decision-making of autonomous agents: recognition
of decision point; determination of the courses of action; analysis of decision options; decision
selection and performing; memory management. Additionally, a unified decision-making process
and a general architecture for autonomous agents are presented. This proposal offers a qualitative
perspective following an approach of grounded theory, which is suggested when existing theories or
models cannot fully explain or understand a phenomenon or circumstance under study. This research
work represents a novel contribution to the body of knowledge in guiding the incorporation of this
biological concept in artificial terms within autonomous agents.
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1. Introduction

The somatic marker hypothesis proposes that when a person faces a decision scenario, many
thoughts arise and different “physical consequences” are fleetingly observable (somatic consequences
being momentary changes in the body) [1]. The body sends signals in terms of sudden and immediate
physical changes. Some activation signals of a somatic marker are sweating, rapid heartbeat,
or momentary contraction of the body. These corporal changes could anticipate decision-making.

Human life is recorded in terms of experience, which is accompanied by emotional associations
and bodily reactions. These (somatic) memories are evoked or brought to the present when experiencing
or facing a situation similar to a past episode [1,2]. A somatic marker can focus the attention on
the positive or negative outcome of a given action and act as an automatic alarm. This signal could
trigger, for example, that a person immediately discards a course of action before decision analysis and
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selecting, forcing the search for alternatives. This automatic step can drastically reduce the number of
options to choose from [1].

It is also clear that somatic markers themselves are not enough to make decisions, since it is
necessary to implement a process of reasoning and a final selection of the most convenient alternative [1].
Considering the above, it is interesting to explore how the biological capacity to experience somatic
markers could be designed to be incorporated into artificial entities that must face decision-making
scenarios. In this sense, the agent paradigm arises as an interesting option to consider because evidence
based on theoretical and empirical research shows how agent technology has been successfully used
for developing and implementing decision scenarios in criminology [3], logistics, transportation and
urban issues [4–8], e-markets [9–12], and catastrophe management [13], to name a few. This technology
is based on the agent concept, which represents an entity with the capability to undertake autonomous
actions in a determined environment considering specific design goals [14–16].

It is generally accepted that emotions and the affective dimension influence cognitive capacities [17].
Considering the above, several proposals for including these elements within autonomous agents have
been presented in videogames [18], human-robot interaction [19], e-markets [20], agent societies [21,22],
health [23], and learning [24], to name a few. The authors of the present research work have, in the
past, designed software frameworks [25,26] and explored the incorporation of artificial emotions
in autonomous agents, specifically in purchasing decisions [27] and investment decisions [28–31].
In particular, the incorporation of primary emotions (such as joy or fear) in investment profiles
implemented within autonomous agents has been analyzed to observe the effect of emotional
containment and recovery. However, in no previous work have the authors explored the incorporation
of artificial somatic markers into autonomous agents. The quantity of proposals that suggest the
incorporation of somatic markers in autonomous agents is considerably less [32–34]. To the best
of our knowledge, a proposal that considers the incorporation of artificial somatic markers in a
disaggregated and specialized way for the different phases that make up a decision-making process
has not been observed yet. In this sense, it is possible to consider the use of artificial somatic markers
both in a specialized way in a particular decision phase that an autonomous agent needs to perform,
as well as in an integrated way, that is, in all different moments of a decision disposed as a unified
decision-making process.

The present research work offers a qualitative perspective following an approach of the grounded
theory [35], which is suggested when existing theories or models cannot fully explain or understand a
phenomenon, context, or the circumstances under study. In this sense, currently, there is no body of
knowledge that can fully guide the incorporation of this biological concept in artificial terms within
autonomous agents. In this light, the current research work is novel in the sense that it (1) designs a
set of algorithms that consider the use of artificial somatic markers in different phases of a decision;
(2) defines a unified decision-making process considering the different phases of a decision; (3) designs
a general architecture for considering artificial somatic markers in autonomous agents; (4) defines and
analyzes a conceptual case study for visualizing the applicability of the framework.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Section 2 includes the conceptual background
and literature review. Section 3 includes methodological aspects. Section 4 presents the design of
artificial somatic markers for decision-making of autonomous agents, in terms of decision phases, a set
of algorithms, a unified process of decision-making, and a general architecture. Section 5 includes
the definition of a conceptual case study that allows visualization of the applicability of the general
framework. Section 6 presents a discussion and analysis derived from the conceptual study case and
the current research proposal. Finally, Section 7 presents conclusions of the work done and possibilities
for future work.

2. Background

The expected utility model, initiated by J. Bernoulli in the eighteenth century, tried to explain
people’s preferences in relation to a set of possible choices to be selected and the utility expected
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from each one, under an uncertainty scenario. The model considers principles such as rationality,
decision transitivity, and procedural invariance; aspects that were objected by several authors [36–38].
Prospect theory and ideas such as the use of heuristics, representativeness, availability, and the
existence of biases in human decisions were concepts introduced by Kahneman and Tversky in
several works [39–41], with the aim to propose a reference-based utility function for explaining how
people make decisions under uncertainty. Conforming to the advancements in psychology and
neuroscience, it is generally accepted that emotions influence human decision-making processes [42,43].
There are several approaches to the concept of emotion [44–46]. In the current research work, it will be
understood on the basis of the approach presented by [1]: “emotion is the combination of a mental
assessment process, simple or complex, with responses to that process emanating from dispositional
representations, addressed mainly to the body, resulting in an emotional body state; and also oriented
towards the brain itself, resulting in additional mental changes”.

The human brain constantly produces a high quantity of mental images (for example, when a
stimulus is detected). The brain probably highlights an image by generating an emotional state that
accompanies the image. The degree of emotion serves as a “marker” for the relative importance of
the image [2]. The mental image-processing machinery could then be guided by reflection and used
for effective anticipation of situations, previewing of possible outcomes, navigation of the possible
future, and invention of management solutions [2]. The somatic marker does not need to be a fully
formed emotion which is overtly experienced as a feeling. It can be a covert, emotion-related signal of
which the subject is not aware [2]. The somatic marker hypothesis offers a mechanism for how the
brain would execute a value-based selection of images. The principle for the selection of images is
connected to life management needs [2].

There are many possible uses or interpretations of somatic markers [47]. There exists a proposal for
the possible use of somatic markers in decision-making, where they could intervene in the recognition
of a decision point, option generation, deliberation, evaluation, and execution [47]. It is important
to mention that the authors do not propose any implementation, design of a real scenario, results
analysis, or consideration to implement somatic markers in artificial terms within autonomous agents.
Meanwhile, an architecture that incorporates the use of artificial somatic markers in decision making
was presented by [48]. The decisions that are made correspond to the elementary actions of a robot
(e.g., move, stop, wave). Similarly, an implementation of somatic markers for social robots was
presented in [34]. The Iowa gambling task [49] was considered for evaluating the proposal. It is
important to note that the agents do not have consciousness about the causes themselves that activate
the somatic markers. In this sense, it is not clear to determine how the somatic memories are recorded
and then used for a long time. For its part, an abstract cognitive architecture that considers somatic
markers was presented in [50], whose emphasis is on moral schemes and semantic maps. As with
the previous cases, there are no procedural or algorithmic details that illustrate how artificial somatic
markers could be used and implemented within an autonomous agent, in the different phases of the
decision-making process.

On the other hand, several proposals regarding agent frameworks have been presented, such as for
improving resource utilization in a smart city [51], for non-cooperative multiagent planning [52], for bus
holding control in transport context [53], for controlling an indoor intelligent lighting system [54],
for embodied conversational agents while considering an empathy approach [55], for handling
disruptions in chemical supply chains [56], for including an affective dimension within a belief–
desire–intention (BDI) model [57], and for designing artificial emotional systems [58], to name a
few. It is important to note that none of the aforementioned proposals considers the use of artificial
somatic markers.

To the best of our knowledge, the present research work represents the first proposal that
considers the incorporation of artificial somatic markers within the complete decision-making process
in autonomous agents. There is a knowledge gap on how to guide the incorporation of the biological
concept artificially in autonomous agents.
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It is not intended to replace any current decision-making mechanism in autonomous agents,
but, rather, to extend the current frontier of knowledge in the design and implementation of autonomous
agents. There are some advantages of the use of artificial somatic markers in decision-making in
autonomous agents. First, the availability of new mechanisms for the recognition of decision points,
where artificial somatic associations can alert the autonomous agent to a particular situation. Second,
through artificial somatic associations, the process of searching and selecting decision options can
be guided. Third, the use of artificial somatic markers can reinforce or discourage the selection of a
decision option (through somatic rewards or punishments).

3. Methodology

The present research work offers a qualitative perspective following a grounded theory
approach [35], which is suggested when existing theories or models cannot fully explain or understand
a phenomenon, context, or the circumstances under study. The grounded theory approach provides
categories of the process or phenomenon under study and their relationships. In the same way, it allows
the emergence of theories and models that helps explain or understand the process or phenomenon
under study. In grounded theory, the processes, actions, and interactions between individuals are
examples of study objects. Its explanations are limited to a specific area, but they have an interpretative
richness and provide new visions of a phenomenon [35]. Grounded theory has been applied in several
contexts, such as the design for theoretical frameworks [59,60] and decision-making [61,62].

The present research work addresses the incorporation of artificial somatic markers in the
decision-making of autonomous agents. In this sense, currently, there is no body of knowledge that can
fully guide the incorporation of this biological concept in artificial terms within autonomous agents.
In this way, base documents are used for the lifting of the analysis categories, particularly, the somatic
marker hypothesis [1,2], Ekman’s basic emotions [63,64], and the proposal about the potential uses of
biological somatic markers in different phases of human decision-making [47].

Considering all of the above and to contribute to the formation of a body of knowledge that
guides the incorporation of artificial somatic markers in autonomous agents, first, several preliminary
categories involved both in the decision-making and the somatic market hypothesis are defined. This is
called open coding. A category corresponds to a relevant concept, idea, or fact, to which it is possible
to associate a meaning. Second, subsequently, these categories are grouped into main categories or
themes to identify the central categories of the process or phenomenon under study. This is called axial
coding. Third, these central categories or themes are connected or associated, for example, to conform
a model. This is called selective coding. At the end, a story or narrative is written that links the
categories and describes the process or phenomenon [35].

Following the previous explanation, Table 1 shows a list of preliminary categories, main categories,
and core categories associated with decision-making, somatic markers, and their approach as artificial
somatic markers for autonomous agents. In order to illustrate the association between the different
types of categories identified in Table 1, first, a set of algorithms that consider artificial somatic markers
in decision-making is designed. Second, a unified decision-making process that considers artificial
somatic markers is defined. Third, a general architecture for considering artificial somatic markers in
autonomous agents is designed. Finally, to visualize the applicability of the framework, a conceptual
case study is presented.

Table 1. Open, axial and selective coding.

Open Coding
(Preliminary Categories)

Axial Coding
(Main Categories or Themes)

Selective Coding
(Core Categories)

External stimulus; changes in the environment;
internal stimulus; own analysis; own goals. Stimulus origin Stimulus

Threat; opportunity; joy; sadness; fear; surprise;
anger; neutrality. Stimulus type Stimulus
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Table 1. Cont.

Open Coding
(Preliminary Categories)

Axial Coding
(Main Categories or Themes)

Selective Coding
(Core Categories)

High priority; normal priority. Priority level Decision Priority
Positive somatic memory; negative somatic memory;

neutral somatic memory. Type of somatic memory Artificial somatic
Memory

Somatic reward; somatic punishment. Somatic feelings Artificial somatic
feelings

Past goals; past actions; past success level; past
emotional effects; decision options; decision rules;

decision conflicts; emotional effects; selectivity index.
Decision goals, rules and effects Decision factors

Selecting actions for achieving goals Current actions Executive processes
Long-term memories; short-term memories Long-term/working memory Memory

4. Design of Artificial Somatic Markers for Decision-Making of Autonomous Agents

4.1. Defining Phases in the Decision-Making of Autonomous Agents

Considering a decision-making process performed by an autonomous agent, Figure 1 shows
a general view of the potential incorporation of artificial somatic markers. Each of the phases is
explained below:

Recognition of Decision Point: Upon detection of some type of stimulus (internal or external),
an artificial somatic marker can act as a mechanism which captures the attention of the autonomous
agent and it focuses on interpreting the detected stimulus. Depending on the case, each stimulus
can represent a threat or an opportunity, or be previously associated with feelings of joy, sadness,
fear, surprise, or anger. It is also possible that there is no previous association, thus assuming a neutral
character of the stimulus.

Determination of the Courses of Action: An artificial somatic marker can act as a mechanism
for generating decision options, that is, for determining alternative courses of decision. This allows
the autonomous agent to verify past goals, actions, success levels, and emotional effects associated to
a specific stimulus, and then define (or discard) possible actions and goals for the current scenario.
The above can imply, e.g., promoting or inhibiting components of a solution to a specific problem.

Analysis of Decision Options: An artificial somatic marker can participate in the analysis of
decision options under evaluation. The existence of somatic associations between a goal to be achieved
and a specific available decision option (oriented to achieve the mentioned goal) can be represented
in numerical or conceptual terms, which could reinforce the mentioned decision option within a
set of candidate decision options. Additionally, an artificial somatic marker could limit or interrupt
the process of analysis of decision options, if any directive that limits the time available for the said
process or the number of options to be evaluated is enabled. This use of an artificial somatic marker is
assimilated into the context where the feeling of “there is no more time, and it is necessary to act” arises.

Decision Selection and Performing: Regardless of the prior existence of a process of analysis and
evaluation of decision options, an artificial somatic marker can participate in the final selection of a
decision option by strongly guiding the choice of an option through the use of rewards (e.g., increase
in a feeling of well-being) or by the use of punishment (e.g., increase feelings of displeasure, sadness,
anger, etc.). This means that, eventually, the decision option analysis process may suggest a path,
and the decision selection and performing process may reinforce or promote the execution of a different
path. It should be noted that, particularly in this potential use of an artificial somatic marker, it is
necessary to modulate the level of intensity on rewards or punishments.

Memory Management: An artificial somatic marker can guide the experience recording of an
autonomous agent. In this sense, memory management is vital in two aspects: first, the somatic
activations that have been observed in the last decision-making process can be temporarily registered
in the working memory of the autonomous agent, in order to be considered in a subsequent
decision-making process. It is important to note that this use is suggested considering a short-term
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temporal dimension. Second, the decision made and its affective effects must be recorded in the
long-term memory of the autonomous agent in terms of a somatic association, in order to extend
the current experience of the autonomous agent. It is important to note that this use is suggested
considering a long-term temporal dimension.
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4.2. Designing Algorithms for the Decision-Making of Autonomous Agents

This subsection includes the design of a set of algorithms for the decision-making of autonomous
agents, by considering the incorporation of artificial somatic markers. The main objective of algorithm
1 is to recognize a decision context. It begins with the identification of a new stimulus. It should be
noted that in the present research, a stimulus is understood as a signal (internal or external) that can
generate some type of reaction in the autonomous agent. After a stimulus is detected, it is required
to determine its origin. It is important to note that if the stimulus is the product of an autonomous
agent’s own process (cognitive or of another nature), its origin is understood as “internal”. Conversely,
if the stimulus is triggered outside the autonomous agent, then its origin is understood as “external”.
Another relevant aspect is determining the type of stimulus detected. In the present research work,
the types of stimuli considered are associated to the evocation of specific and different sensations,
and that by themselves have the potential capacity to generate a reaction in the autonomous agent,
such as threat, opportunity, joy, sadness, fear, surprise, anger. It is also considered a “neutral” type of
stimulus. Except for the neutral type, the emotional state is updated in each case (according to the type
of stimulus detected). Then, for all types of stimulus, algorithm 2 is called, indicating the received
stimulus and its type in the call.

Algorithm 1 Recognition of Decision Point

Begin
1. newStimulus = get_Stimuli( )
2. stimulusOrigin = determine Origin (newStimulus)
3. /*stimulusOrigin ∈ {‘external’; ‘internal’} */
4. stimulusType = get Stimulus Type (newStimulus) /* using past somatic reactions */

/*stimulusType ∈ {‘threat’; ‘opportunity’; ‘joy’; ‘sadness’; ‘fear’; ‘surprise’; ‘anger’; ‘neutral’} */
5. If (stimulusType != ‘neutral’)
6. emotional_effects = get Emotional Effects (newStimulus, stimulusType) /*emotional updating*/
7. End If
8. Determination of the Courses of Action (newStimulus, stimulusType)

End Algorithm 1
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On the other hand, algorithm 2 aims to determine alternative courses of action based on the
stimulus detected. For this, first, a list of past goals that are associated with the detected stimulus or its
type is obtained. A past goal corresponds to an objective that the autonomous agent tried to achieve,
and, therefore, there is a record of it within his long-term memory. In this sense, to reach this goal,
some actions have to be identified and executed. Thus, step two obtains the record of actions carried
out based on past goals, always associated with the detected stimulus. Next, both the list of past goals
and the list of past actions give rise to a list of levels of success achieved. In the next step, a list of
emotional effects is obtained considering the past actions and the levels of success achieved.

Algorithm 2 Determination of the Courses of Action

Input: {stimulus; stimulusType}
Begin

1. past_goals = get Past Goals (stimulus, stimulusType)
2. performed_actions = get Past Actions (past_goals)
3. success_levels = get Past Success Level (past_goals, performed_actions)
4. emotional_effects = get Past Emotional Effects (performed_actions, success_levels)
5. If {stimulusType} ∈ {‘threat’; ‘fear’}
6. newEmotion = ‘trust’
7. Else If {stimulusType} ∈ {‘opportunity’; ‘sadness’}
8. newEmotion = ‘joy’
9. Else If {stimulusType} ∈ {‘joy’; ‘surprise’; ‘neutral’}

10. newEmotion = ‘neutral’
11. Else If {stimulusType} ∈ {‘anger’}
12. newEmotion = ‘tranquility’
13. End If
14. refined_actions_list = select Specific Actions (performed_actions, emotional_effects, newEmotion)
15. refined_goal_list = select Specific Goals (refined_actions_list, past_goals)
16. priority_level = get Priority (stimulusType) /* only ‘threat’ and ‘opportunity’ have ‘high priority’ */
17. Analysis of Decision Options (refined_actions_list, refined_goal_list, stimulusType, priority_level)

End Algorithm 2

From step 5 onwards, depending on the stimulus detected, actions and goals followed in the past
are sought for stimuli of the same nature, in order to generate specific lists of actions and goals that can
be chosen by the autonomous agent at present.

In the case of stimuli of the “threat” type, first, specific actions are sought whose execution has
given “confidence” to the autonomous agent. In turn, these specific actions are linked to specific
goals. Finally, a call is made to the “Analysis of Decision Options” algorithm, providing a refined list
of actions, a refined list of goals, and the indication that the detected stimulus is a threat and that it
requires a “high priority” response.

Meanwhile, in the case of stimuli of the “opportunity” type, first, all specific actions are sought
whose execution has given “joy” to the autonomous agent. These specific actions are linked to specific
goals. Finally, a call is made to the “Analysis of Decision Options” algorithm, providing a refined list
of actions, a refined list of goals, and the indication that the detected stimulus is an opportunity and
that it requires a “high priority” response.

Algorithm 3 Analysis of Decision Options

Input: {actions_list; goal_list; stimulusType; priority_level}
Begin

1. If (priority_level = ‘high priority’ and stimulusType = ‘threat’)
2. reduced_options_list = select by Maximizing{‘trust’} on {actions_list, goal_list}
3. Decision Selection and Performing (reduced_options_list, goal_list, priority_level)
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4. Else If (priority_level = ‘high priority’ and stimulusType = ‘opportunity’)
5. reduced_options_list = select by Maximizing{‘joy’} on {actions_list, goal_list}
6. Decision Selection and Performing (reduced_options_list, goal_list, priority_level)
7. Else If (priority_level = ‘normal priority’)
8. options_list = select by {stimulusType} on {actions_list, goal_list}
9. For each {option} ∈ {options_list}

10. conflicts_list = check Conflicts (option, goal_list, global_goals)
11. possible_emotional_effects = analyze Emotional Effects (option, goal_list, global_goals)
12. option_somatic_memory = evaluate Somatic Associations (option, conflicts_list,

possible_emotional_effects)
13. If (option_somatic_memory = ‘positive’)
14. Add (option; ‘positive’) in {extended_option_list}
15. Else If (option_somatic_memory = ‘negative’)
16. Add (option; ‘negative’) in {extended_option_list}
17. Else
18. Add (option; ‘neutral’) in {extended_option_list}
19. End If
20. End For
21. Decision Selection and Performing (extended_option_list, goal_list, priority_level)
22. End If

End Algorithm 3

On the other hand, for the rest of the stimulus types, it is important to note that they all suggest a
“normal” (not “fast”) treatment. For stimuli of the “joy” type, actions and goals with a “neutral” profile
are sought. Meanwhile, for stimuli of the “sadness” type, actions and goals that have given “joy” in the
past are sought. Similarly, for stimuli of the “fear” type, actions and goals that have given “confidence”
in the past are sought. For stimuli of the “surprise” type, actions and goals with a “neutral” profile are
sought. Meanwhile, for stimuli of the “anger” type, actions and goals are sought that in the past have
given “tranquility”. In all these cases, a call is made to the “analysis of decision options” algorithm,
providing a refined list of actions, a refined list of goals, also indicating the type of stimulus and that a
“normal priority” response is required. In the case of a “neutral” stimulus, a general list of past actions
is given, a list of goals, also indicating the type of stimulus and that a “normal priority” response
is required.

On the other hand, algorithm 3 divides its scope of action in three senses. If the decision scenario
has a “high priority” level and the type of stimulus is a “threat”, a subselection of options is generated
from both the list of actions and the list of goals, considering those oriented to maximize the sense of
trust in the autonomous agent. Meanwhile, if the decision scenario has a “high priority” level and the
type of stimulus is an “opportunity”, the particular subselection of options is generated considering
those oriented to maximize the feeling of joy in the autonomous agent.

In both of the previous cases, algorithm 4 “Decision Selection and Performing” is quickly called,
providing the reduced list of possible options, the list of agent goals, and the priority level associated
with the detected stimulus. In another case, if the decision scenario has a “normal priority” level,
based on the type of stimulus detected, and for each option that could be followed by the autonomous
agent, possible conflicts between the particular option are checked, as well as the list of (specific) goals
and global goals of the agent, that is, those fundamental objectives or guidelines that structurally
define the work of the autonomous agent. Then, possible emotional effects are obtained from following
the option under analysis. Subsequently, somatic associations recorded in the long-term memory of
the autonomous agent are searched for. If the somatic association is positive, then the option under
evaluation is labeled “positive” and loaded into an updated list of options. Similarly, if the somatic
association is negative, then the option under evaluation is labeled “negative” and loaded into an
updated list of options. In another case, the option under evaluation is labeled “neutral”. Finally,
algorithm 4 “Decision Selection and Performing” is called.
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Algorithm 4 Decision Selection and Performing

Input: {decision_options_list, goal_list, priority_level}
Begin

1. If (priority_level = ‘high priority’)
2. {final_decision} = apply Fast Decision Rules to {decision_options_list}
3. Else If (priority_level = ‘normal priority’)
4. For each {option} ∈ {decision_options_list}
5. decision_reward = determine Somatic Reward (option, goal_list, global_goals)
6. decision_punishment = determine Somatic Punishment (option, goal_list, global_goals)
7. decision_selectivity_index = apply Decision Rules to {option, decision_reward,

decision_punishment}
8. Add (option; decision_reward; decision_punishment; decision_selectivity_index)

in {candidate_decision_list}
9. End For

10. Sort {candidate_decision_list} by {decision_selectivity_index}
11. {final_decision} = get {option} by Max {decision_selectivity_index} from {candidate_decision_list}
12. End If
13. Get {actions} associated to {final_decision}
14. Activate {executive_processes} to perform {actions}
15. Memory Management (final_decision, option_selectivity_index, actions, option_reward,

option_punishment)
End Algorithm 4

Algorithm 4 guides the selection of a decision and its execution. If the priority to decide is high,
then a specific set of decision rules geared towards scenarios that require urgent attention is applied.
Conversely, if the priority to decide is normal, then for each candidate option to be chosen, a “somatic
reward” and a “somatic punishment” are determined, corresponding to positive or negative sensations
that may remain latent in the working memory of the autonomous agent, and which try to emulate a
feeling of “well-being” when a satisfactory decision is made, and to emulate a feeling of “regret or
discomfort” when a partially (or totally) unsatisfactory decision is made. In the next step, a set of
decision rules is applied to the option, the reward for the decision, and the punishment for the decision,
yielding a decision selectivity index. This index can be defined in an ad hoc scale and its main objective
is to facilitate the comparison of different decision options. Subsequently, the list of possible decisions
to be chosen is ordered through their selectivity index, and the one that represents the highest value of
the mentioned index is chosen. Subsequently, the specific actions that allow the chosen decision to be
performed are obtained, simultaneously activating the corresponding executive processes. Finally,
algorithm 5 “Memory Management” is called.

Algorithm 5 allows the recording of the decision-making process. For the above, the reward of the
decision, the punishment of the decision, and the actions taken are recorded in the autonomous agent’s
working memory. Meanwhile, a set of decision variables are recorded in the long-term memory of the
autonomous agent. These are the stimulus detected, the origin of the stimulus, the type of stimulus,
the reward of the decision made, the punishment of the decision made, the decision selectivity index
of the decision made, the decision made, and the performed actions.

Algorithm 5 Memory Management

Input: {final_decision, decision_selectivity_index, actions, decision_reward, decision_punishment}
Begin

1. /*Working Memory*/
2. Add (decision_reward) in {Working Memory}
3. Add (decision_punishment) in {Working Memory}
4. Add (actions) in {Working Memory}
5. /*Long-Term Memory*/
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6. Add (stimulus) in {Long-Term Memory}
7. Add (stimulusOrigin) in {Long-Term Memory}
8. Add (stimulusType) in {Long-Term Memory}
9. Add (emotional_effects) in {Long-Term Memory}

10. Add (conflicts_list) in {Long-Term Memory}
11. Add (possible_emotional_effects) in {Long-Term Memory}
12. Add (option_somatic_memory) in {Long-Term Memory}
13. Add (final_decision) in {Long-Term Memory}
14. Add (decision_selectivity_index) in {Long-Term Memory}
15. Add (decision_reward) in {Long-Term Memory}
16. Add (decision_punishment) in {Long-Term Memory}
17. Add (actions) in {Long-Term Memory}

End Algorithm 5

Figure 2 shows a general diagram of a unified decision-making process that considers the
incorporation of artificial somatic markers based on the algorithms described above. It is possible
to observe that there are different types of input stimuli (such as a variation in some investment,
third-party comments, or even own thoughts). In the recognition of a decision point, a distinction is
made between an internal or external stimulus. At this level, it is key to determine the type of stimulus.
For this, past somatic reactions are obtained based on the detected stimulus.
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On the other hand, determining courses of action requires a recollection, in terms of goals, actions,
emotional effects, and observed levels of success. Then, there is a quick analysis of possible decision
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options in the case of a high priority decision (threat-type or opportunity-type stimulus). In the case of a
normal priority decision, possible conflicts are checked between each decision option, the current goals,
and the global goals. Likewise, the emotional effects of each possible decision option are analyzed.
In the same way, past somatic associations between each of the possible decision options, the potential
conflicts identified, and the possible emotional effects are evaluated. Then, depending on the type of
somatic association, each of the possible decision options is labeled positively, negatively, or neutrally.

Next, in the decision selection and performing, if the decision has high priority, a set of fast
decision rules is applied, resulting in the final decision. On the contrary, if the decision has normal
priority, for each of the possible decision options both a somatic reward and a somatic punishment
are determined (corresponding to positive or negative sensations that may remain latent in the
autonomous agent’s working memory), obtaining a selectivity index. Then, the decision option that
represents the highest selectivity value is selected. Subsequently, the actions are activated according
to the decision made. Simultaneous to the performance of actions, a record is generated in the
working memory, including the somatic reward, somatic punishment, and the current actions under
execution. Meanwhile, the long-term memory takes all those relevant aspects that can be considered in
subsequent decision-making processes, including the stimulus received, somatic reactions, emotional
effects, the details of analysis on the possible options decision, the decision taken, and its context,
among others.

4.3. General Architecture for Incorporating Artificial Somatic Markers in Autonomous Decision-Making

Figure 3 shows a general architecture for considering artificial somatic markers within autonomous
decision-making processes. The Stimulus Manager identifies and manages the stimuli detected.
The Stimulus Detector determines when a new stimulus is present, and the Stimulus Engine determines
the origin and analyzes the type of stimulus detected.
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Meanwhile, the Memory Manager manages both long-term and working memories. Long-Term
Memory manages the record and memory of past experiences (e.g., events, relationships between
elements, past goals, actions performed in the past, emotional effects, somatic reactions, levels of
success). Working Memory manages the registration and use of information in ongoing decision processes
(e.g., actions under execution).
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The Affective Manager analyzes the emotional effects of stimuli and decisions. It also evaluates
somatic associations and determines rewards and punishments for the decisions made. The Emotional
Engine obtains the emotional effects of each stimulus based on emotional update rules and analyzes
possible emotional effects of a decision based on current and global goals.

The Somatic Engine evaluates somatic associations between a decision option, its possible conflicts,
and its possible emotional effects. It determines somatic rewards and punishments, in terms of positive
and negative sensations that can remain latent in working memory.

The Decision Manager analyzes and defines the goals to be achieved, along with defining and
analyzing decision options. It also applies decision rules and activates the execution of actions to
achieve specific and global goals. The Decision Engine analyzes past goals and actions, defines possible
decision courses, and verifies the existence of conflicts between decision options and the current
goals to achieve. The Decision Selector generates and uses the selectivity index for candidate decisions,
evaluates decisions using decision rules, and makes decisions and activates the executive processes.

5. Study Case

In order to illustrate the applicability of the general framework, a conceptual case study on the
transportation of people under a tourism context is presented. Figure 4 shows a map of a hypothetical
city that has a Central Quarter, East Quarter, West Quarter, Great Tower area, and Financial District.
It should be noted that the existing distances on the map are merely referential.

The Central Quarter has a series of tourist places such as the Tourism Agency (point “A”),
the National Bank (point “B”), the Contemporary Museum (point “C”), the Old Warehouse (point “D”),
the Chocolate Factory (point “E”), the Urban Park (point “F”), and the Archeology Museum (point “G”).
Outside the Central Quarter, already in the East Quarter, is located the Poet’s House (point “H”).
For its part, in the West Quarter are the Six Towers (point “I”), famous for being included in several
internationally acclaimed films. Another tourist area much more distant from the Central Quarter is the
area of the Great Tower (point “J”), a sector characterized by beautiful gardens and forests, whose main
attraction is a high tower. Already on the outskirts of the city is located the famous Financial District
(point “K”), known for its modern buildings with offices for financial services.

This conceptual study case considers the existence of a tourist bus, which begins its journey at
point “A”, and must follow the following travel itinerary: A-C-G-H-J-K. The vehicle has an autonomous
agent built into its computing and navigation system. This autonomous agent receives the travel
itinerary to be followed during the day, the profile of the passengers transported (e.g., youth, senior
citizens), and real-time information on the weather conditions and city vehicle traffic as the input data.
It is capable of receiving voice messages from the driver, and at the same time, it delivers relevant
information through audio and an interactive screen.

The journey begins smoothly from the Tourist Agency which is the origin point “A”. The profile
of the passengers transported is “foreign delegation”. The vehicle arrives safely at the Contemporary
Museum, point “C”. Tourists get out of the vehicle and visit the place. Upon leaving the museum,
tourists enter the vehicle again, which at that time receives information about traffic congestion in
the vicinity of the Archeology Museum (point “G”), the next destination to visit. This information
represents an external stimulus for the autonomous agent, which recognizes a decision point of the
“threat” type. It is interpreted in this way since the stimulus that is received risks the fulfillment
of the autonomous agent’s goals, specifically, complying with the travel itinerary and meeting the
expectations of tourists.

The autonomous agent determines courses of action by searching for past actions that are related
to “traffic congestion” and “foreign delegation”, observing in each case the emotional effect of the
actions taken. Then, in the analysis of decision options, stimuli of the “threat” type have “high priority”.
Therefore, this type of stimulus receives rapid treatment through the generation of a reduced list of
possible decision options. The aim is to select the decision option that offers greater confidence (in the
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service); that is, the decision that generates greater satisfaction or well-being to the tourists of the
foreign delegation.
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Considering the above, the autonomous agent has several options: go directly to the next
destination (point “C”) under the risk that, considering the traffic congestion near the mentioned place,
passengers spend a longer time in the vehicle without receiving greater service attention; keep all the
tourist destinations of the travel itinerary but change the order of arrival to each place; eliminate the
tourist destination under conflict from the travel itinerary (point “C”); and carry out an “active pause”
where all passengers temporarily get off the vehicle, without modifying the tourist destinations of the
travel itinerary.

In the analysis of decision options, the option of changing the order of arrival is quickly discarded
(it requires more analysis time), deriving a reduced list of decision options to the next process of
decision selection and performing of the final decision. In this context, fast decision rules apply,
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particularly choosing an option that generates greater confidence in the service. The autonomous agent
determines that the most appropriate option is to take an active pause, suggesting making a temporary
stop at the “Chocolate Factory” while waiting for the traffic congestion problem to be solved in a
reasonable period of time. The selection of this decision option is based on the fact that the Chocolate
Factory has a high positive evaluation by tourists in online tourism systems. In particular, the own
records of the autonomous agent indicate that visits to the Chocolate Factory have generated positive
emotional effects in the past.

The decision made by the autonomous agent is communicated to the driver of the vehicle,
both audibly and also visually through a message on the driver’s interactive screen. In this context,
it is important to note that in the present conceptual study case, the autonomous agent does not govern
the vehicle. Considering this, the final decision on the driving (routes followed, vehicle stops, speed)
lies on the human driver. The autonomous agent records the decision made and all the data associated
with it in both its working memory and in its long-term memory. The driver, upon receiving the
messages, decides to follow the suggestion of the autonomous agent and reports the situation to the
foreign delegation on board. The vehicle stops, and the tourists descend to go to the Chocolate Factory.
They take advantage of the moment to rest and shop for chocolates.

Moments before continuing the trip, and with the passengers still not returning to the vehicle,
the autonomous agent independently activates an analysis of the possibilities related to the travel
itinerary. This is interpreted as a stimulus of internal origin, recognizing a decision point under the
label “fear”. The foregoing is based on the existing uncertainty about the degree of compliance with
the initially defined travel itinerary. The autonomous agent obtains new information on the situation
of traffic congestion near point “C” and learns that the cause of the traffic congestion remains since the
Archeology Museum (point “C”) is receiving new material of historical value.

Considering the above, the autonomous agent determines courses of action by searching for past
actions that are related to “traffic congestion,” “active pause,” “Archeology Museum,” “maintenance,”
and “foreign delegation,” observing the emotional effect of the actions taken in each case. Then, in the
analysis of decision options, stimuli of the “fear” type have “normal priority”. The aim is to generate
a more complete list of decision options than in the case of a “high priority” context, first analyzing
potential conflicts between each possible decision option and the goals of the autonomous agent
(that is, complying with the travel itinerary and meeting the expectations of tourists). Then, the possible
emotional effects of each possible decision option are analyzed. Subsequently, the potential conflicts
and emotional effects are used to search for somatic memories registered in long-term memory. If there
is a positive somatic association, the decision option is labeled “positive”; meanwhile, if there is a
negative somatic association, the decision option is labeled “negative”. In another case, the decision
option is labeled “neutral”. In this sense, the autonomous agent has several decision options: go directly
to the Archeology Museum (“negative” label); take a new additional active pause, waiting for traffic
congestion to decrease (“negative” label); take the vehicle as close as possible to the Archeology
Museum, and wait with the passengers on the vehicle (“negative” label); and remove the Archeology
Museum from the travel itinerary (“neutral” label) and continue with the travel itinerary.

The list of decision options is sent to the next process, of decision selection and performing of
the final decision. In this context, given that the decision has “normal priority”, somatic rewards and
punishments are determined first for each decision option. In the cases of negative-labeled decision
options, somatic punishment is manifested in terms of a high penalty in the respective selectivity index.
For its part, the decision option with a neutral label has a somatic penalty for canceling the visit of
a previously programmed tourist point, and at the same time, it has a somatic reward for reducing
the “time lost” (while waiting for a not available touristic point). The own records of the autonomous
agent indicate that there is no ideal decision in this situation. However, the prolonged waiting time
has generated a chain effect on the following points of the travel itinerary. In this sense, removing the
point of conflict and continuing with the travel itinerary gives greater reliability about the service and
its ability to adapt to the context.
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The autonomous agent decides to cancel the visit to the Archeology Museum and continue with
the travel itinerary. This particular decision is communicated to the driver of the vehicle, both by
voice and also in visual terms through a message on the driver’s interactive screen. The autonomous
agent records the decision made and all the data associated with it in both its working memory and its
long-term memory. The driver, upon receiving the messages, decides to follow the suggestion of the
autonomous agent. At that moment, the tourists return to the vehicle and indicate to the driver how
pleasant the visit to the Chocolate Factory was. This information is communicated to the autonomous
agent by voice (of the driver). Likewise, complementary information on the perception of tourists is
incorporated afterward in the autonomous agent, both from the application of surveys and also from
the processing of online reviews in social networks.

The driver informs tourists about the cancellation of the visit to the Archeology Museum.
This generates mixed reactions in tourists. Finally, the vehicle heads its way to point “H”, the Poet’s
House. The vehicle arrives and the visit takes place without any major events. At the exit from
point “H”, the autonomous agent receives information about a problem in accessing point “J”,
the next tourist destination on the travel itinerary: there are improvement works in access to the
“Great Tower”, therefore only the option of following an alternative route (much longer than usual)
remains. This information represents an external stimulus for the autonomous agent, which recognizes
a decision point of the “threat” type. It is interpreted in this way since the stimulus received risks
the fulfillment of the autonomous agent’s goals, specifically, complying with the travel itinerary and
meeting the expectations of tourists.

The option of following the alternative route to the Great Tower generates another effect: the time
would be insufficient to visit the Financial District (point “K”). Considering the above, the autonomous
agent determines courses of action, searching for past actions that are related to “great tower”,
“financial district”, “cancellation”, and “foreign delegation”, observing in each case the emotional
effect of the actions executed. Then, in the analysis of decision options, stimuli of the “threat” type
have “high priority”. Therefore, this type of stimulus receives rapid treatment through the generation
of a reduced list of possible decision options. The aim is to select the decision option that offers greater
confidence (in the service), that is, the decision that generates greater satisfaction or well-being to
the tourists of the foreign delegation. In this sense, the autonomous agent has the following options:
take the alternative route to point “J” (Great Tower), and cancel the visit to point “K” (Financial District),
and; take the route to point “K”, additionally for photographing the Six Towers located at point “I”,
and cancel the visit to point “J”.

In the analysis of decision options, it is highlighted that the option of visiting point “J” in the
current travel itinerary opens the possibility of offering a discount voucher for visiting points “I”
and “K” since it corresponds to the same route to follow on the way to the airport (located on the
outskirts of the city). There are records of this decision in the past related to positive emotional effects.
The reduced list of decision options is sent to the next process of decision selection and performing
of the final decision. In this context, fast decision rules apply, particularly choosing an option that
generates greater confidence in the service. The autonomous agent selects the option to follow the
alternative route and visit the “Great Tower”. The autonomous agent records the decision made and
all the data associated with it in both its working memory and in its long-term memory. The driver,
upon receiving the messages, decides to follow the suggestion of the autonomous agent and reports
the situation to the foreign delegation on the vehicle. The reactions of tourists are mixed. However,
offering a voucher for a new itinerary keeps the hope of accessing the still missing tourist spots.

6. Discussion

The previous section described a conceptual study case of a possible application of the general
framework in the domain of passenger transportation under a tourism context. The study case
highlights the existence of a tourist bus equipped with an autonomous agent incorporated into its
computing and navigation system, with the ability to perform autonomous decision-making processes.
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The autonomous agent can receive information in real time from the outside, which is interpreted and
processed as stimuli of external origin. In the same way, the autonomous agent has the ability to activate
analysis processes independently, which are interpreted as stimuli of internal origin. The scenario of
the study case shows a plausible decision-making context in the domain of passenger transportation,
where, even when a travel itinerary is previously defined, it is necessary to have a capacity to adapt
said travel itinerary according to possible problems or contingencies that arise on the route.

When the vehicle tries to travel from point “C” (Contemporary Museum) to point “G”
(Archeology Museum) it is observed that, if there is no on-board mechanism for route assistance
(read, the autonomous agent), possibly the bus would have approached and entered sufficiently in the
saturated area with vehicular congestion; in such a way that a return or change of route at that moment
would have had a higher cost in time and a negative effect on the perception of the service by the
foreign delegation on board. In the first attempt to travel to point “G”, the autonomous agent suggests
taking an “active pause” at point “E” (Chocolate Factory). This suggestion is not whimsical or random;
it is the product of performing a decision-making process according to the description given both in
the different algorithms proposed in this research work, as well as in the graphic description of them
as unified process decision-making (see Figure 2). The information about the traffic congestion near to
point “G” was interpreted as a threat, which finally allowed generating a quick decision. Search and
analysis of actions that in the past have increased confidence in the service and that are associated
with positive emotional effects were activated. The positive perception of the foreign delegation on
this decision was later incorporated as feedback, which will allow reinforcing this type of somatic
association in the autonomous agent.

On the other hand, the persistence of vehicular congestion on the route to point “G” makes the
autonomous agent decide to remove the mentioned point from the travel itinerary. The previous
decision was based on the fact that all other possible decision options have negative somatic associations.
Meanwhile, the decision option to remove the point “G” and continue with the travel itinerary has
a neutral somatic association. It is important to note that there is no positive way out in situations
of this nature. In this sense, the autonomous agent relies on past somatic associations to guide its
current decision.

Upon receiving information about problems in accessing point “J” (Great Tower), the autonomous
agent again interprets this stimulus as a threat. In this sense, the current threat is different from the
previous one (visit to the Archeology Museum), since now the autonomous agent must decide what
destination to visit (and what destination to discard). The current decision also should consider the
previous additional stop at the Chocolate Factory (active pause), and the removal of the Archeology
Museum from the travel itinerary. The availability of a travel voucher to complete the travel itinerary
at another time avoids further loss of confidence in the service. This option arises since in the past it
has been associated with positive emotional effects.

It is important to note that the autonomous agent does not seek to minimize the operational cost
associated with the service providing. In the same way, it does not seek to increase the operational
cost unnecessarily. Essentially, the autonomous agent derived from this general framework seeks to
make the most appropriate decision for each identified decision scenario. To comply with the above,
the autonomous agent requires the existence of somatic associations that allow it to determine what
each detected stimulus represents. It also requires the availability of information on past events and
goals, levels of success, and emotional effects. It further requires mechanisms to determine actions to
maximize confidence or joy and to be able to label or classify a decision option in positive, negative,
or neutral terms by using somatic associations. The existence of somatic rewards or punishments
affects the selectivity index of a decision. In this way, the prevalence of a positive or negative feeling in
the autonomous agent also influences his final decision.

Regarding the architecture, the general framework allows having mechanisms for the following:
the detection and analysis of stimuli; the management of somatic associations and emotional effects;
the analysis of each decision option; the selection and perform of a decision option; the record of the
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decision made in the working memory; and the record of the decision-making process in the long-term
memory. The layer of executive processes allows operationalizing the decisions made according to
each scenario. In the conceptual study case, this particular layer materializes in terms of audio output
and interactive screen. Meanwhile, the stimulus management layer allows the input and management
of external stimuli and is materialized through input voice, interactive screen, and obtaining data in
real time from Internet connectivity.

The choice of threat and opportunity as types of stimulus is supported by the fact that they are
easily linked to somatic biological markers. Meanwhile, the emotions considered correspond to basic
emotions [63,64]. The advantage of considering these stimuli is that they allow clearly identifying
“what is happening” and, then, associate a detected stimulus with possible decisions and actions.
There are other so-called “secondary” emotions [1] that correspond to mixtures of primary emotions
and other states. The fact of considering, for example, secondary emotions, would require specializing
(modulating) the response according to the stimulus detected in much more precise terms. The above
could be considered as an additional line of research work.

The rationale for the choice of parameters is based on the categories identified from the methodology
followed in this research work. The identification of categories led to their incorporation into the
different algorithms, the unified decision-making process, and the general architecture. In the past,
the use of primary emotions within artificial agents have been analyzed within stock markets [31],
to examine the effect of emotional containment using emotional bands [30] and the effect of emotional
recovery (resilience) [29]. However, to date, there is no analysis on the incorporation of artificial
somatic markers in the different phases of decision-making in autonomous agents.

The framework design abstracts the type of stimulus received. In this way, a real implementation
can consider different ways of incorporating the mentioned stimuli (e.g., a numerical variation of a
stock market indicator; the receipt of a message from third parties whose content evokes a memory;
an individual analysis of the autonomous agent that generates a result to activate a decision-making
process). An example of a real implementation may correspond to considering a stimulus arranged
as an “object”, that is, a particular instance of a class named “stimulus” (object-oriented paradigm),
something compatible with the agent-oriented paradigm.

On the other hand, algorithm 3 considers “high priority” decisions (for stimuli of the threat and
opportunity type) and “normal priority” decisions. The advantages of a “high priority” decision-making
is that it guides a quick response from the autonomous agent. The results may be affected in terms of
suggesting not examining all the possible options of a decision but responding quickly to the stimulus
(as it sometimes happens in humans). Another option corresponds to modulate the type of threat or
opportunity using a continuous scale and, in this way, to obtain a type of “gradual response” according
to the received stimulus, allowing the emerging of intermediate stimulus types. The above could be
considered as future work.

A decision selectivity index is suggested in order to compare the different possible decision
options and guide the choice regarding one of them. Another possible mechanism corresponds to
the autonomous agent choosing the first available decision option (without further deliberation),
which would bring the autonomous agent closer to an “impulsive” profile where, essentially,
each decision made is not based on the performing of the analysis processes. Having a selectivity index
also offers a flexible perspective in relation to the available decision options, since it eventually allows
each autonomous agent to have their own mechanism for evaluating decision options, that is, for each
autonomous agent to define their priorities and decide based on them.

The conceptual study case, disposed in terms of a map of a hypothetical city and the
circumstances described in the story, was specifically designed and thought to present and visualize
possible applications of the general framework for incorporating artificial somatic markers in the
decision-making of autonomous agents. It is not intended to present an ideal scenario where all
situations occur according to plan, but rather, to show how an autonomous agent could perform
in an interactive environment with real humans, in a decision scenario under pressure, and with
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decision-making factors that can change over time. The context of the transport of people on demand
is a scenario complex enough to illustrate the possibilities of application of the current proposal.

There are other scenarios that could also allow visualizing the applicability of the current proposal.
For example, in an online shopping context, a stimulus on an offer for a short period of time may
represent an external stimulus. In the same way, in the stock market context, a deep fall in market
indicators can also form an external stimulus. In both cases, somatic memories can be recalled and
considered within the decision-making process.

In general, this framework has greater applicability whether the decision scenario can be defined
within the variables and processes considered in the current proposal or not. The foregoing implies,
for example, that external stimuli must ascribe to one of the two currently defined types (threat or
opportunity) and that internal stimuli are associated with some primary emotion considered in the
current proposal. In this sense, purchasing assistant systems or systems for risk analysis in investments
can represent application examples.

On the other hand, there are scenarios in which the direct application of this framework would be
more difficult. For example, the current version does not consider in its design the availability of stimuli
that facilitate communication with other autonomous agents within the contexts of cooperation and
competition. External stimuli such as empathy or compassion could modify, for example, the recognition
of a decision point in a context of cooperation. Similarly, aspects such as loyalty could require the
existence of additional mechanisms for the elaboration of decision options. On the other hand, external
stimuli such as rivalry or enmity could also modify the recognition of a decision point. Examples of
frameworks for agent collaboration and competition are [65–68].

The present framework does not have special considerations for mobile autonomous agents,
that is, agents that must travel through different environments (or “containers”), adapting to specific
conditions of each environment in which they must make decisions. For this, the present framework
could be extended by incorporating a new type of stimulus (mobility), adding greater complexity
and richness at the algorithmic level and within the unified decision-making process. Examples of
frameworks for mobile agents are [69–71]. Moreover, the current proposal considers only two major
priority levels (high priority and normal priority), so if a disaggregated level of priorities is required
(e.g., different alert levels), an extension of the features of this proposal would be required. The above
could be explored using soft computing techniques [72–74].

In the literature, it is possible to find different architectural proposals for the design and
implementation of autonomous agents. However, to the best of our knowledge, it is not possible to find
frameworks that allow considering the incorporation of artificial somatic markers in the different phases
of decision-making in autonomous agents. The foregoing allows the opening of a new line of research
work related to the design and implementation of systems based on the use of autonomous agents in
various application fields, where the decision-making process can be guided by the availability and
use of artificial somatic markers.

The present research work does not seek to analyze the decision-making of an autonomous agent
from game theory but, rather, to offer a perspective from artificial intelligence, cognitive psychology,
and neuroscience. In this sense, it is recognized, for example, that decision-making is the consequence
of a permanent rational-emotional process, where, depending on the context, the affective and somatic
dimension may have a greater weight in the choice of each decision. Aspects such as the intransitivity
of the decision or the invariance of the procedure are aspects that are not particularly studied in this
research work. However, the incorporation of artificial somatic markers in autonomous agents could
precisely make it possible to illustrate how humans decide in certain scenarios and, in this way, increase
the available knowledge about the understanding of human decision making.

7. Conclusions

A general framework for incorporating artificial somatic markers in the decision-making of
autonomous agents has been presented. This framework considers a collection of algorithms for different
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phases of a decision: recognition of decision point; determination of the courses of action; analysis of
decision options; decision selection and performing, and; memory management. These phases have
been integrated into a unified decision-making process. Likewise, a general architecture that guides the
implementation of artificial somatic markers in autonomous agents has been designed. A conceptual
study case on transportation of people under a tourism context is presented.

The scope of this work corresponds to showing the design of a framework for incorporating
artificial somatic markers within autonomous agents. To the best of our knowledge, it is not possible
to find a proposal that presents what has been developed in the current work. The execution of each
of the future lines of research work represent, by themselves, independent contributions given the
complexity involved in the implementation of all the possible decision environments.

A limitation of this research work is that it considers only two main types of external stimuli: threats
and opportunities. Another limitation is that it considers only five primary emotions: joy, sadness,
fear, surprise, and anger. A third limitation would be the simplification of the cognitive processes
that underlie a human decision-making process. Another limitation is regarding the presentation of a
conceptual study case, which does not make it possible to fully visualize the benefits and possible
difficulties that can exist when implementing artificial somatic markers in autonomous agents for
real-life scenarios.

The existence of all these limitations affects the results in the sense that there is still a gap in
analysis and knowledge in relation to the possibilities of incorporating artificial somatic markers in
autonomous agents. For example, the consideration of an external stimulus such as empathy can
lead to an analysis of how this type of stimulus could guide the decision-making of an autonomous
agent within a negotiation or collaborative work scenario. The above also applies, for example, to the
consideration of secondary emotions and to the inclusion of more complex cognitive processes that go
beyond the deliberative (e.g., reflective processes).

A possible future line of work would be to extend the type of stimuli considered within the general
framework, specifically, by incorporating stimuli that signify or represent other aspects of human
affectivity such as empathy, sarcasm, humor, among others. This could increase the sensitivity and
precision of the autonomous agent concerning the type of stimulus identified, something especially
useful in interactive processes. Another possible future line of work corresponds to exploring the
extension of architecture design through the incorporation of new components, or also, through the
disaggregation of the current defined main components. This would allow, for example, to further
specialize the components of the architecture according to the specific nature of each decision. Finally,
yet another possibility for future work includes the definition of different real application scenarios
to implement and test the incorporation of artificial somatic markers within autonomous agents in
real-life scenarios.
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